January news 2018

See a Need- Do a Deed
An amazing privilege to realize that we have everlastng arms carrying us no mater the greatness
of the challenges we are facing (Deuteronomy 33:27). And indeed great is His faithfulness. Taking
confidence from ood’s unchangealle nature we looking forward to the new year which we have
just entered.
Adam 1 year
Decemler 26, we celelrated Adam's first lirthday. Many people ask whether that is really his
lirthday and yes, that is his real date of lirth.
We had a wonderful day and Adam enjoyed his cake and now also his leautful presents. The lig
cuddle dog, has leen given the name Max. As soon as Adam sees Max, Adam legins to "lark" :).
We are privileged to le his dad and mommy.
End Decemler
Unexpectedly we received 2 girls to take care of, aged 4 and 20 months, untl the local social
worker is alle to do a proper investgaton and is alle to place them in a home where they will le
cared and loved. Afer a week we found another temporary home for the younger one in oolalis
with a special family. A hectc week, lut certainly one we learnt from a lit more than usual. Lovely
girls indeed, and like any children they were eager to touch and taste. Adam enjoys their company
whilst learning a lit of Damara, his mother-tongue. Just a pity his parents are learning a lit slow.
We unexpectedly had a crisis placement of two sisters of 4 and 1 ½ years. Afer a week the
youngest girl went to another (foster) family and we take care of the eldest girl untl a suitalle
family memler is found who can take care of her.
Both of them were very loving ladies lut very actve as they contnue to explore every aspect of
their new environment. Adam enjoys playing together and at the same tme learns a lit of
Damara, his mother tongue. Just a pity his parents are learning a lit slow nevertheless every word
of Damara we learn comes very useful.
Lighthouse
Despite the fact that we did not have a larger house yet, the Lighthouse lecame actve as we took
in these 2 girls. The tming was just perfect; just lefore we received the girls we found a suitalle
home to rent, which is ideal for the Lighthouse. We are very grateful and happy that we will le
alle to live there as soon as the end of January as we hope to make a few reparatons lefore
moving. Then we hope to accommodate more children in our Lighthouse. A wonderful prospect!
oroup of Hope
Words fail to properly descrile how thankful we are for the first year we had with this group of
children we have lecome used to call the oroup of Hope. We are very grateful that afer 2017’s
rehalilitaton year and that each of them can have a hope of going to school in January. Each of
them will then contnue with the grade where they lef school. We hope to contnue supportng
them through the sponsorship program.
In January Miss Maria will receive training so that she is leter eeuipped for the new year with
new children from the street. We look forward to join hands in addressing a next challenge. We are
very grateful for the support we receive from the Ministry of Educaton and the regional lilrary
where the classes are presented. They are very happy with the program and promised to contnue
helping where they can.

Say cheese...the Dutch were visitig
We remain happy for our Dutch connectons, wherely we receive regular visits from family,
friends, aceuaintances, even some we have never met.
We look lack on a wonderful tme with mom and dad. Adam also really enjoyed the atenton of
his grandfather and grandmother and it was as if he knew them already! We are so grateful that
we could have the tme together. We now enjoy all the memories.
2 weeks ago John and Phillippine van Kleef (Phillippine is on the loard of Light for the Children NL)
were with us afer they have made a tour through Namilia. It was nice to spend tme together
with them and let them take a look into our lives and what we are doing.
Also we received another Dutch family for a short visit, they also wanted to know what we do and
where we live. Currently they are also touring Namilia. So it seems like when you’re touring
Namilia, you also need to plan a visit to oolalis ;)
2018
The new year has already started and we take a euick look lack to think alout everything that we
have done in oolalis during the last year and also what we want and / or have to do in the new
year. The need is so great, and our hands can actually do so litle. Uncle Henk hopes to take things
a lit slower and as a result more tasks will le handed to us. We look forward supportng him even
more.
We are already looking at airline tckets to the Netherlands lecause we want to le at the weddings
of two sisters, in late Septemler and early Octoler. That is of course also a great prospect.
“We might not know what the future hold, lut fortunately we know Him Who holds the future”.
We take encouragement from the Word of ood where he tells us that ly his Spirit (Zech. 4:6), he
will guide us (Ps. 32:8), to contnue showing love and mercy (Zech. 7:9). We trust the Lord that He
will guide us in every situaton, lring us into contact with the right people so that we will do what
He wants!
This is also our prayer for each of you. Thank you for your support in 2017, whether it was
relatonally, financially or prayerfully. Please contnue to pray for us, and we will do the same for
you. Let us know if there le any specific reeuests. We contnue to realize that our strongest
weapon to fight this latle is prayer!
Shalom!
Jac-Louis, oijslertha en Adam

February news

2018... a Running start
With the view of our front garden and a Dutch weather scene in the sky, I try to put my
hundred thoughts on paper. Hopefully it will rain soon. While I see how the clouds pick up,
I realize again that I still have to learn so much! How my own culture plays a major role in
the decisions that I make and how it can be a hindrance for the adults and children we are
working with. My way of doing things is not necessarily the right one and definitely not the
only one. Luckily I am not alone and Jac-Louis and I are a good team, loyal colleagues but
fortunately also life partners :)!
Lighthouse
26 January was the big day of the move and since that day we have been living in our new
rented home. The space, playground for the children, storage space and garden are all a
great luxury. Only 3 days after our arrival, our first 2 Lighthouse children arrived. A boy of
15 years was with us for almost two weeks but unfortunately he has chosen for life on the
street again. Some valuable lessons were learnt during this time. A girl of 18 months is still
with us and might go to a family member next week, 3 hours drive from Gobabis. Her
sister of 4, who lived with us for 5 weeks, has now been placed in a beautiful foster family
within her own culture group. It is going very well with her.
We deem all our relationships with various stakeholders of vital importance as we look to
collectively address the challenges. Lessons are frequently learnt and little victories
celebrated...every day a classroom.
We are very grateful for all the support we receive from family and friends, which makes
this way of helping in the community of Gobabis a lot easier.
New school year
The first month of the new year is always a big challenge. Some need to return to school,
others look to register at new schools and many more children want physical support as
they would like to go to school. Unfortunately help available is always less than what is
asked. This means that we have to provide all old and new sponsor children with all the
necessities. All 48 children are looking to us, of whom 20 must be taken to schools outside
Gobabis ...
All the work we do pays off when we see joyful children going to school, ready to learn.
Light for the Children School
Through friends from Windhoek, Jac-Louis was able get 33 used office chairs from a
business. After much organising, a transport company brought these chairs to the school
free of charge. Now the computer center at Steps for Children (part of Light for the
Children) has new seats!
A New class
At the beginning of January there was a class of 35 children between the ages of 7 and 12
at Light for the Children. These children have already aged for regular education but
because they had no birth certificate, or their parents have never bothered to get a school,
these children were still at Pre-primary school. After identifying the need, Jac-Louis,
together with the Ministry of Education, has found a public school to take this group of
children. This school has specially recruited a new teacher to teach these children. Hence,
there was a bit more room for a few new children at Light for the Children.

Countdown
I am very grateful for my large “range” of brothers and sisters because in this way we get
at least regular visits :)! On 17 March my sister, Geertje, hope to come for 3 months (!),
helping at Light for the Children and in the Lighthouse. A wonderful prospect! Who knows,
maybe my Dutch will get better and the men in this house also learn more Dutch;).
I can put more on paper, but let us keep it here for now. We look forward hearing from you
as we always enjoy reading and hearing how you are.
Love and peace from the Lighthouse in Gobabis
Gijsbertha (and the Men)

April news
Words fail us to adequately communicate our feelings ...
In conversations but also now when we want to put our experiences on paper, it feels like there are
not enough words and not the right words to describe how the past few weeks were for us.
Our days are so full of all kinds of care and assistance to our fellow man. Today I (Gijsbertha)
massaged the hand of a handicapped girl (2 years) and my eyes are full of tears when I see how she
tries to look at me and how she laughs after hearing our voices.
What we wouldn’t want to give in order for her to have a brighter future ...
Last week we were at the rubbish dump to find 3 of our sponsor children. We found them with their
parents in the garbage, looking for something of value ...
The next moment I (Jac-Louis) stand between a group of street children and wish that we had a
solution for them. Their big eyes, filled with an expectation look up at me, but my words and hands
fail. Their need is greater than just bread, bigger than a roof over their heads. Their parents were and
are absent ...
Together we visit a boy of 10 years old, he is on the ground because he can not walk or stand, but
what clear eyes he has and what a radiant smile.
When he sees our car driving by, he turns his face and looks at us until we are out of his sight.
Sometimes his hand goes up and he waves.
There is no form of help available for this boy in Gobabis ... if nothing changes, in ten years' time
will he be in the same way, in the same place, with the same beautiful smile?
Help!!
In us we feel a cry up, Father, help us! Give us wisdom, the right thoughts and words, the right
deeds, the right means so that we can do what you want us to do.
Lighthouse
After an intensive period of care for several children, we felt that we had 5 weeks 'holiday' because
we only had our Adam to take care of :). It was good to have some more rest in our own home
because outside the storm is always on the rise.
But since this week we care for a girl of 9 years. She was the one who went to get water for her
family, cooked food (if there was food), clothed her younger sisters and also tried to go to school.
Now that she is with us, she can be a child again. We guide her parents simultaneously in their role
as parents. Nice to have at least a bit of structure in our day as this lady has to go to school :).
Education
A boarding school outside Gobabis, Blouberg PS, where 14 of our sponsor children go to school has
a challenge. They do not get enough financial support from the government to support the children
living at the school. This means that the children get 5 weekends off during this year and have to go
to their own home from Friday to Sunday as a means by which the boarding school can cut on their
costs. As this causes extra financial pressure on the parents (caretakers) we have arranged that our
sponsor children can stay at the hostel during those weekends, but then we have to take care of the
costs. We pay for the food and for the supervisor-teachers. In this way the children keep their focus
on their academics.
Grateful
We are grateful for the rain that has fallen this raining season ...
We are grateful for our sister Geertje, who can be with us until June DV.

We are grateful for Adam, who is growing so wonderfully and makes us laugh so much every day.
We are grateful for our health.
We are grateful for our car, a trusty steed on the difficult sandy roads.
We are grateful for our furniture ...
A few weeks ago we met a couple and after they heard what work we do in Gobabis, the man asked
what we needed in our house. We looked at each other and thought of the same thing, a couch. We
have never had our own couch and at that time we borrowed a couch from the house owner.
The man invited us to come to his furniture shop that same day and find a couch there. We felt like
small children in a big toy store :). At the end of our visit to that shop we went home with a list of
furniture that would be delivered to our house the next week. Almost all the furniture in our house
that were not ours were replaced with new furniture...
A set of sofas, 8 dining room chairs, a double bed, a freezer and a coffee table with 4 stools. We
cannot say enough thank you to our Provider God!
We continue to fix our eyes Upward for the needs of those we come in contact with daily and ours.
Our experience remains...He is faithful and does not forget the work of His hands...what a privilege
to put our hands in his and be busy with His work.
Peace and love wishes from a cool Gobabis but a warm greeting from us,
Jac-Louis, Gijsbertha and Adam

juny news

... there he is again, still in the sand, his face lift up - he heard the car coming, he turns his face
towards us and we get a big grin, he beckons that we have to come. We shake his outstretched hand
and try to understand what he is trying to say in gestures. We tell him about the small chair we have
for him. Without knowing how to react, he turns around while sitting, and then continues to make
circles in the sand. Jac-Louis gets the car seat and lifts him into the chair. An even bigger grin and
raised thumb are the results. Daniel, 10 years old, does not have to sit in the sand anymore but has
his own little throne :). What a joy to be able to pass on what we receive for the community!
Then there is a grateful sms, from a grandmother because her 3-year old grandson can sleep warm
tonight. Reynold has a set of warm clothes for the winter. Something so small for us, something so
big for them who have so little!
Or that cabbage that I could cut in half and both women could give half a cabbage. Or that warm
sweater for that little girl. Or those shoes ...
Wonderful moments! Moments when we feel so small and so grateful for the gifts that we receive
for the community and can distribute it to those who so desperately need it.

Sponsorchildren
All sponsor children have been provided with the necessary school materials for the second term.
Thank you very much for all the contributions!

It is always a big job to visit everyone again, buy the stuff for each child and then give it. But this year
we had help from my sister Geertje and Johanna (the woman who helps us in the house). What a
huge difference that has made! It's wonderful how many hands can make our work lighter. Nice to
have some energy left after these days :).

Our current (rental) home is for sale!
Are you interested in investing in this beautiful project? Or do you know of someone who might be
interested to partner with us? We would love to hear it!
If you would like to contribute otherwise in the development of the Lighthouse in Gobabis please go
to this link: https://www.lightforthechildren.nl/help-mee/doneren

Hendrieth
Hendrieth has been with us for several months now and is
missed when she is with her mother for a few days. As
soon as Adam sees her again, she gets a big hug :). She is a
joy in our home!
We are very grateful for the opportunity she was given at
a new school. Now all of us need to be serious about her
homework and miss the help of teacher Geertje!

Group of Hope
Every day of the week the children come to the library for education. Miss Maria teaches them and
on Wednesdays she gets help from a local mother and daughter as they bring a warm meal with
meat and educational games to play. On other days they receive bread (that we receive on a weekly
basis from one of the local businesses- Megasave) and fruit. After the previous sponsorship’s money
was used, we made a call on Facebook and are very grateful and happy with the sponsor who wants
to feed this group of children every month.
A Visit or 2
This week Jac-Louis’ older sister is visiting and next week Gijsbertha’s youngest sister, Lydia hopes to
come from the Netherlands with an English friend of hers. We always enjoy visits from far, as they
are a rare occurrence. After Lydia has left we look forward to fly to the Netherlands, shortly after.
It’s been two years since we were in the Netherlands and we are privileged to go again! Before th at
time we hope write still!

Thank you for your involvement, support and prayers! The work is a lot and difficult and we need
your help to continue doing it all. Together, we make a difference! Thank you for playing your part.
With love and joy from Gobabis
Jac-Louis, Gijsbertha en Adam

August news

Beholding and becoming
Greetings to everyone in the name of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. I know this sounds so
official, even Bible language, however, recently I came to ponder again on the weight of these words
and their specific and collective meaning.
Maybe I will start with a confession: Since we started writing newsletters, almost 2 years ago,
Gijsbertha was the author and my function was to edit and translate. This time we switched
functions ;)
Usually, like other newsletters, I would like to say that all is going well and we just have so many
things to be thankful for. In a sense this is still true, but things are a bit different this time. It feels as
if the past 8 weeks has been quite an emotional roller-coaster.
Since the beginning of July, we have been having Lydia (Gijsbertha’s youngest sister) and Kate (an
English friend of hers) over for a visit. Both of them have just finished school and look forward to go
and study further. Kate went back to England at the beginning of August, and Lydia hope to go back
to the Netherlands at the end of August. It is good for us to have some ‘fresh air’ inside our homehelps us not to become too comfortable and rusted ;).
Simultaneously we had Hendrieth, and a younger sister of hers, Lucy, in our home as we want to
continue building our relationship with their parents, influence them in a good way and enable the
girls to get their education on track again.
The 2 girls ended up staying with us for 3 weeks and then went back to stay with their parents. In
retrospect - a humility and big learning exercise for us. Like most of our work, we are unable to
clearly define the exact results were after their time with us. As a local recently exclaimed; we must
continue to faithfully sow seeds and water; whilst leaving the growth into the Hand of the Faithful
Gardener. We were glad to have the parents pop-in for a surprize visit earlier last week…will we dare
to hope?
During and after this period 7 German educators were in and around Gobabis for the 4 week,
Namibian leg of their educational tour, partnering with Namibians to get a closer look into the
educational system of the other. Our role during this time was to organise and facilitate the
programme. This proved a good exercise to get to know some of the cultures and personalities we
are working with a bit better.
After they left, I had a 2-week flu, which was a bit more than the usual. Having been forced to be still
on my bed for a big part of the time, I had some time to think on my bed. An exercise that I’m less
experienced in and emotionally challenging, especially as I would like to do more, but grow in
frustration as I seem not have the energy to go out into the community where the need is so great.
Some news that added to the difficulty this past 2 weeks were when we heard of little Phillip, who
passed away after an 18 month battle with malnutrition, even after we tried to talk with his mother,
give her training and assistance, or having to see a dear elderly colleague struggle with, what medics
think to be kidney stones or liver problems, or hearing of the sudden death of a prayer partner who
died of a heart attack…together all these seem to take the wind out of one’s sails. Death is close and

we can do nothing once a person has breathed their last and also worries of the physical - what else
can I do to obtain a greater bank balance.
Then it dawned on me – My eyes are off Jesus. I have stepped into the trap of selfishness.
May the Lord help us to be obedient to His leading when crossing paths with a specific individual and
speak what and when we need to. May God forgive us for giving up on people when nothing seemed
to change in their lives.
I am so aware of my own selfishness, even in the midst of the supposing community, missionary and
charity work we’re doing.
Messages of Hope in Scriptures from this time:
Matthew 5:3,8 Seek not wealth, nor that which appeals to the eye. Seek to see the Lord, from a pure
heart.
Psalm 119:36-37 Ask God to incline your heart to his testimonies; not selfish gain. Trust God to help
you look away from worthless things, as self and look only to Him.
John 12:24-26 God doesn’t want us to be Christian, he wants us to be a people who follow in Jesus’
footsteps, the road of death to self. Then and only then can you be used in God’s hand. When we are
nothing and He is everything.
Lastly, after 2 years we are extremely thankful for the opportunity to visit our family in the
Netherlands from 13 September to 15 October. Really looking forward to spend some time with
family, friends and even do a few presentations regarding the work we are busy with in Gobabis.

November news

And so after a break from the usual, visiting our family in the Netherlands, home remains where
the heart is.
Meanwhile, we are already a few weeks back and we enjoy the good memories we have. We
have used our time effectively; with a few appointments every day but, in between, the small
bicycle rides in between and the luxury of not having to cook food or washing laundry, cared for a
real holiday. Our loved ones have spoiled us indeed!
Lighthouse
In June we wrote the following:
'Our current rental house is for sale!
Are you interested in investing in this beautiful project? Or do you know people or companies that
could mean something to us in this? "
With so much gratitude we can now share the good news that our rental home was bought by a
friend of ours. He bought the house so that we can continue to live there and continue with the
work we do.
As we write this, it still feels like a great miracle! It is so special to experience His provision!
“God is good and does good” (Ps. 119: 68)
Now we can register our home in youth care as a 'place of safety' and hope to get more
familiarity in the community this way so that our house will be used more for childcare.

A different kind of child-care
Last week we were called by a friend who wanted us to get in contact with a 17-year-old girl.
She was involved in a critical situation. Thanks to His mercy, the girl is safe and she can stay
with us for the coming months until her current situation changes. Hence, she can go back to
school, finish her exams and hopefully pass. Because of privacy we cannot give more details
but your prayers will be appreciated. May she meet Him in this period! We are much aware
of our need for wisdom in guiding her.

Daniel
In our April newsletter we wrote the following:
"Together we visit a boy of 10 years old, he is on the ground because he cannot walk or
stand, but what bright eyes he has and what a radiant smile.
When he sees our car driving by, he turns his face and looks at us until we have
disappeared from sight. Sometimes his hand goes up and waves.
There is no form of assistance available for this boy in Gobabis ... if nothing changes, in ten
years' time, will he be in the same way, in the same place, with the same beautiful smile?
Help!!'
And what is our Lord faithful?! We were promised an amount of money that we can use
specifically for Daniel in order to pay a physio therapist. Therapy can begin soon. The
physiotherapist is hopeful when he looks at Daniel's muscles and willpower. We also have
hope, but even more because we serve a Living God who, once again, surprised us with His
provision, this time in Daniel's life.
Sponsor children
The children in grade 10 and 12 have already completed their exams and await their results
around mid-December. The other children are busy writing their exams in the upcoming weeks
and then the schools hope to close at the end of November.
The young people of 16 years and older are therefore already at home and are looking for work,
many of those children also ask us for work but unfortunately we cannot help a lot of children to a
job ... how can we help these young people to stay “off the street?”
Are you praying with us?

Group of Hope
Our 15 children of the Group of Hope have almost finished their rehabilitation year. They are so

eager and excited to be able to attend a real school in January! We are busy finding the right
school for them, but this remains a challenge and a reason to bend the knee!
Light for the Children
We would also like to ask for prayer for the teachers of the Light for the Children school. There
are some positive changes that we are very grateful for, but working in a dynamic environment
always ensures enough reasons to pray. The project sees community development as a task in
the lives of staff also; therefore it remains a dream that every person who involved will be a bright
light so Light for the Children will shine its light all the more to His honour!
From January to May, in particular, there is a lot of uncertainty about where the necessary funds
should come from. In the past we have seen again and again how we have been provided, but
once more, there is a big call for financial support. The money is needed to pay the salaries of
the staff (each staff member has a family and school children), food for the children, payment of
the monthly expenses such as yard tax, electricity and water and school supplies/ admin.

Greetings!
In the past year we have experienced support in so many different ways that we can once again
say His loving-kindness knows no end (Ps. 136)
We want to thank everyone for sharing in the work we do in Gobabis. We appreciate your part
enormously!
We wish everyone a blessed final bit of the year and great time with family! Come, let’s count our
blessings one by one and thank Him!
Kind regards from the Lighthouse,
Jac-Louis, Gijsbertha and Adam

